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Session #1 Digital Health 



HealthTech: ready to wake-up the system (1)

The pandemic unveils the flaws of our healthcare:
increasing costs, underfinancing, labor intensity, costly
physical face-to-face appointments and red tape make
our system craving for efficient solutions to guarantee
personal health & care at a lower cost. New health tech
relies largely on digital technologies that enable
convenient at-home or mobile use, the ability to
integrate with other solutions, and large-scale data
collection that drive personalized offerings.

Remote patient monitoring (RPM) is a good example. With
the continuous rise of biometric devices that allow
providers to track patient's (vital) conditions
(hypertension, heart failure, diabetes a.o.); RPM can
prevent dangerous and high cost medical events and
creates tailored and meaningful treatment. This shift to
better prevention is essential for a future proof care
system and new business models.

Especially in the field of clinical technology, startups are
preparing the infrastructure and databases where AI can

help predicting, identifying, tracking medical or physical
anomalies. Yet, as RPM companies are benefitting from
the pandemic as rules hindering the use of telemedicine
are repealed and laws preventing "non-critical" in-person
appointments are being revised, therapeutic approval
remains a major challenge.

On individual level, healthy lifestyle is all over with sport
activities, personalized diets, vitamins and workouts (and
ubiquitous coverage on social media) omnipresent. The
last decade also produced a tsunami of wearables, mobile
hardware and software products for trainers, gyms, and
individuals. Hardware vendors develop activity-tracking
wearables, integrated training devices, and injury/recovery
prevention devices. Software vendors develop mobile- and
web-based products that provide virtual classes, activity
tracking, and personalized programs. The possibilities are
endless with startups focusing on fitness, yoga, exercise,
behavior modifications, sleep quality, meal plans,
meditation and community building.



HealthTech: ready to wake-up the system (2)

In the near future, improved connectivity such as 5G will
offer even more powerful omni-channel solutions. This
sector will keep on booming as millennial employees also
assess employers on their physical and mental well being
culture. As stress and burnouts are accelerated by
isolation and social distancing, Covid is boosting
absenteeism yet at the same time creating awareness on
mental well being. Plenty of startups offer companies
great tools to monitor stress, to create resilience or to re-
orient employees in the best way possible. Combined with
new concepts of work floor and flexworking, it's clear that
plenty of new b2b solutions are needed.

Investments in European digital health startups is
speeding up, yet this remains a very young sector with
63% of European funded startups founded in the last 5
years. The Benelux and Southern Europe are laggards in
the digital health space and are considered
undercapitalized markets contrary to the UK or Northern
Europe where e.g., walk-in appointments are being
replaced by video-visits. It's clear that these solutions will

be needed to control skyrocketing costs, managing the
pandemic and building a future proof care system. It
remains to be seen if public healthcare is willing to invest
and policy wants to adapt regulation. With the WHO
repeatedly warning for an obesity pandemic by 2030 and
a global population aged 65 or over expected to double to
over 1.5 billion by 2050, the health system will need to
embrace novel technologies. Because if the pandemic
has taught us one lesson, is that we can't take the
current care system for granted.



About the Sessions

8 SESSIONS, 8 VERTICALS, AND 8 PITCHING STARTUPS, 
THAT’S THE BIG SCORE SESSIONS!  

The first sessions focuses on Digital Health & Wellbeing.

During this Session, 8 startups who are changing the
future of mental health and wellbeing will pitch their
innovative solutions to worldwide problems. They will
receive valuable business feedback from an expert panel
of industry thought leaders, investors and corporate
innovators.

The pitches are live but will also be streamed to an
audience of ‘deep pocket’ investors, sourcing corporates
and attending startups. Afterwards, attendees have access
to one-one-one meetings. This session is powered by
Ethias and SD Worx, hosted by and at The Beacon.

ABOUT OUR DIGITAL HEALTH SESSION 
PARTNER

“Health is essential”, an adage as old as the world, but so
crucial for Ethias. Beyond its role as an insurer, Ethias
wishes to serve society in general and help promote the
well-being of everyone through new tools and innovative
platforms.

ABOUT OUR WELLBEING SESSION 
PARTNER

As a leading European provider of people solutions, SD
Worx turns HR into a source of value for the business and
the people in it. Our people solutions span the entire
employee journey, from getting people paid to attracting,
rewarding, and developing the talent who make your
business succeed. We spark success through four core
capabilities: technology, outsourcing, expertise and data-
driven insights.



Schedule
Session #1 – Digital Health by Ethias (morning)

09:00 Welcome & Breakfast

09:30 Kick-off Talk

09:45 

Pitching Round #1 – 4 Startup Pitches + Q&A
09:45 MonoA
09:59 OKUN
10:13 Bingli
10:27 Evoluno

10:45 Break & 2 One-on-ones

11:25 

Pitching Round #2 – 4 Startup Pitches + Q&A
11:25 JiGSO
11:39 Tequinity
11:53 huapii
12:07 eBloom

12:25 Lunch Break & 3 One-on-ones

Session #2 – Wellbeing by SD Worx (afternoon)

13:45 Kick-off Talk

14:00

Pitching Round #3 – 4 Startup Pitches + Q&A
14:00 UQALIFY
14:14 BloomUp
14:28 No Big Deal
14:42 Treams

15:00 Break & 2 One-on-ones 

15:40

Pitching Round #4 – 4 Startup Pitches + Q&A
15:40 ICAS Belgium
15:54 McME
16:10 Wenite
16:22 2DAYSMOOD

16:40 3 Final One-on-ones 

17:30 Informal Drinks (until 18:30)





Startup #1 MoNoASession #1 – Digital Health

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

MoNoA created a unique discrete wearable that fits almost any watch or bracelet. We translate your stress
level using GSR (Galvanic Skin Response) technology, skin temperature and activity tracking.
Accompanied by the BLE connection and the MoNoA app your data is visualized/analyzed to see the
impact of stress on your physical and mental health. Our certified coaches are there for you in the MoNoA
app/coaching platform to guide you to a more balanced and healthy life.

Sales Prospects
Seed Funding
Internationalization

Stijn Bogaerts - Founder

stijn@monoa.tech
+32 493845248
----
monoa.health

46% of the employees have (in)visible burn-out
symptoms: TAM Europe € 617 billion/year, US $
300 billion/year
Target Revenue € 2 million end 2022: team
expansion in sales & marketing, operations, and
expand to interesting regions (international IP)
Clients: CNH, Proximus, Meetdistrict, Mayerline,
SDWorx, Copaco, etc. Cases: Perrigo, Beiersdorf,
Porsche digital
Featured in New frontier Healthcare (Planet
Tv/Fox), RREC well-being partner, ...

Own your health, balance your life!

mailto:stijn@monoa.tech


Startup #2 OKUNSession #1 – Digital Health

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

OKUN improves employee well-being and team cohesion through innovative activities and programs
tailored to your needs.

Sales Prospects

Sophie Boulanger – CEO & Co-Founder

sophie@okun.be
+32 472386306
----
okun.be

Turnover: € 85 000 in the first year
40 clients in the first year
Clients: Deliveroo, Mars, Etex, Cognizant, Yuzzu,
Proximus, Sodexo, etc
Press : Trends Tendance, Elle Belgique, Flair
The first intern became partner after one year
People from 10 different nationalities participated
in our workshops

The best well-being providers for 
your teams!



Startup #3 BingliSession #1 – Digital Health

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

Bingli is a smart medical interview for better healthcare at lower cost with more accurate results for patients and doctors.
BINGLI's chatbot intelligently interviews the patient prior to the consultation so that symptoms are accurately
communicated to the doctor. The patient is better prepared and the doctor gains valuable time for an empathetic and
approachable examination. This leads to a better quality and more time-efficient consultation and, as a result, better
healthcare for patients in general.

Sales Prospects
Internationalization
Series A Funding

Tom Van De Putte – Partner & Co-Founder

tvdp@mybingli.com
+32 495242952
----
bingli.health

500K ARR
500K patients interviewed
15 hospitals, 5 big pharma
Deloitte rising star 2021
90% diagnostic accuracy

The smartest medical interview on 
the planet.

mailto:tvdp@mybingli.com


Startup #4 EvolunoSession #1 – Digital Health

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

Evoluno is the digital coach for mental well-being that includes micro-learning paths, self-assessment,
quick exercises, guidance to a psychologist with a personalized approach. It is offered only as a
subscription through client companies. After one year of existence, the company acquired many
customers, is covering 7000 employees and raised €600K of funding.

Sales Prospects
Internationalization
Series A Funding

Alexander Vandermeersch – Founder

alexandre.vandermeersch@evoluno.com
+32 491088009
----
evoluno.com

From zero to 7000 employees in 8 months
after launch
McKinsey, Medi-Market, BOSA, Hermès,...
Featured in LN24 and in press
Acquired top-notch companies shortly after
launch.
Strong commercial traction.

The effective mental well-being program 
for your company.

mailto:alexandre.vandermeersch@evoluno.com


Startup #5 JiGSOSession #1 – Digital Health

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

JiGSO Listen is an innovative team learning platform that empowers your teams with the insights and
tools to reinforce team cohesion, performance and psychological safety. Using evidence based
questionnaires and advanced analytics, JiGSO Listen reveals how teams are really functioning, and offers
actionable insights and proven tools to bring those teams to the next level.

Sales Prospects
Internationalization
New Strategic Partners

Hans Donckers – Co-CEO & Founder

hans.donckers@jigso.com
+32 486328996
----
jigso.com

Closed a +300K deal only 6 months after
product launch
In Q2 2022: onboarding 35 000 users in 3
different continents
Clients: Pfizer, Nationale Bank België, FOD
Sociale Zekerheid, bpost, Ageas
'Coolest HR Tech Solution of the Year 2021'
awarded by HRM Info & Belgian HR
Community
Survided 10 days of penetration testing by
National Bank and are 100% GDPR proof

When teams thrive, organizations 
triumph.

mailto:hans.donckers@jigso.com


Startup #6 WatcherrSession #1 – Digital Health

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

Watcherr is a proactive, soon to be, medical monitoring and distress system. Thanks to our ability to continuously monitor
residents and our indoor-outdoor location tracking, many of the most common daily activities can be monitored and result
in valuable informative trends and insights such as sleeping, eating, drinking patterns, toilet visits, social activity, physical
and sedentary behavior… We provide instantaneous alerts about a resident’s early stage health risks such as: potential fall
risk, social isolation, depression, dementia, dehydration, malnutrition, walking disorders...

Series A Funding
New Strategic Partners

Nikolai Stevens – Founder

nikolai.stevens@tequinity.com
+32 473285430
----
watcherr.com

Received: € 1.73 M investment & € 3 M bank
loan
Biggest customer: elderly residence operator
Orpea (+1000 residences in Europe)
IFAH: Top 50 company, Top 100 healthcare
visionaries, Red Herring 100 Europe 2021 and
others

Predict to prevent.

mailto:nikolai.stevens@tequinity.com


Startup #7 huapiiSession #1 – Digital Health

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

Huapii is the leading talent platform that puts employees in the lead of their career so that organizations can keep and
develop their talent. Our platform focuses on mapping your internal skills and creating a feedback and performance culture.
And we combine this with our viral change approach, build through our expertise with over 40,000 employees, which
unleashes the enthusiasm of your people. It provides HR with unique people insights to make the right strategic decisions
and create an environment where people can thrive and grow.

Internationalization

Kristof Stevens – Founder

kristof.stevens@huapii.com
+32 496525736
----
huapii.com

Grew the ARR from 6K to 387K in 2021
Currently expanding towards the Netherlands
and Nordics
Strong references in Telenet, DPG Media
Accent Jobs
Nominated for 2 HR Excellence Awards in
2022
Grown the team from 3 to 11 in year

Shape your future, empower your people.

mailto:kristof.stevens@huapii.com


Startup #8 eBloomSession #1 – Digital Health

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

eBloom is a super intuitive and real-time feedback application to monitor the employee experience in a
continuous and agile way. By doing so, we help companies to sustainably boost the fulfilment and
commitment of their teams.

Sales Prospects
New Strategic Partners

Jasper Vandekerckhove – Founder

jasper@ebloom.be
+32 484292031
----
ebloom.be 

Developing from scratch and commercializing
a running software with zero funding.
From 1 to 15 companies using eBloom in 1 year.
Keytrade Bank, Union Wallonne des
Entreprises, Bruxelles Propreté - Net Brussel,
N-SIDE, Intys Consulting
10+ appearances in Belgian press (articles,
podcasts, TV, radio).
Won the first public procurement we
participated to.

Leverage the voice of your team.

mailto:jasper@ebloom.be


Meet our Digital Health experts





Startup #1 UQALIFYSession #2 – Wellbeing

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

Learn different. 
Let’s learn in the flow of life and make 

personal development accessible & fun!

We co-create the "learning" and "change" experience of your organisation by connecting your team
members through social learning, micro learning, mentorship and peer learning in one experience. By
combining best in class technology with scalable of-the-shelf and tailor-made content, we empower
employees to be better equipped to meet today and tomorrow’s challenges. Let's build the next
generation learning ecosystems.

New Strategic Partners
Series A Funding

Thierry Lescrauwaet - Founder

thierry.lescrauwaet@uqalify.com
+32 495508492
----
uqalify.com

UQALIFY Netherlands launches in February as
a joint-venture with ETIL Group, market leader
in HR, Jobs & Skills data.
In February UQALIFY launches the next
generation skills and jobs platform together
with Microsoft, Proximus
UQALIFY is co-creator with Agoria of
DigiSkills Passport, the new standard to upskill
towards more than 3000 Job profiles and
training.

mailto:thierry.lescrauwaet@uqalify.com


Startup #2 BloomUpSession #2 – Wellbeing

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

Your mental sidekick

BloomUps mission is to make mental health more accessible using technology. We do this via an
employee wellbeing platform where employees can connect fast and safely with their mental sidekick,
an online psychologist.

Seed Funding

Ellen Batens – Co-Founder

ellen@bloomup.org
+32 470218832
----
bloomup.org

Sales growth of 200% in the last month
6 FTEs
Clients: Elia, Teamleader CM
Best Win Award Start it @KBC, Brightwolves
Sustainability Award
+20 media notifications in De Morgen, De
Standaard, Trends, etc..
Cooperation with CM (biggest mutuality
Belgium) opening access to +4 million
Belgians

mailto:ellen@bloomup.org


Startup #3 No Big DealSession #2 – Wellbeing

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

No Big Deal matches your mood with 
walking or running challenges and rewards 

you for each achievement. 
Emotion in motion.

However you feel, movement is a way to feel better. Our app matches your mood with walking or running challenges and
rewards you for each achievement. Feel great? Walk 10k steps a day or go for a 5km run to plant a tree in the rainforest.
Feeling a bit lazy? No worries; start slow with a gentle walk and reward yourself with an exclusive offer from one of your
favourite brands. Our brand partners use our platform to turn their marketing or CSR goals into engaging wellbeing
experiences for their customers, employees, and communities. Check it out in app stores!

New Strategic Partners
Sales Prospects
Series A Funding

Daniel Klemetz – Co-Founder

daniel@nobigdeal.io
+35 52691108613
----
nobigdeal.io

Added € 20K in deal value in December 2021,
mainly from sustainability use case,
Went from MVP launch to 65,000 downloads and
over 75 brand partners in 2021 alone (BE/LU)
Deliveroo, adidas, ASICS, HelloFresh, Shell, LuxAir;
adding insurance companies for charity use case.
Fit 4 Start, "one of crucial 3 key startups to watch
in 2021" - Delano, featured on On n'est pas des
pigeons
Generated over 1bn steps in 2021, planted 2500
trees, removed 200kg of plastic from ocean.

mailto:daniel@nobigdeal.io


Startup #4 TreamsSession #2 – Wellbeing

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

The power of attention

We are Treams and we believe in the power of attention. It is attention that makes your teams better. Changing culture in
which appreciation is not only expressed by money. Attention makes everything more fun. It takes time, but pays for itself.
Attention makes employees feel more seen. They learn more, appreciate more. Treams gives you attention with personal
guidance and software that helps you further. Don't just pay attention to growth. Grow more sustainably. Grow more
personally. Grow the right way.

New Strategic Partners
Sales Prospects
Series A Funding

Sjors Snoeren – CTO

sjors@treams.nl
+31 648418977
----
treams.nl

Year-over-year growth 2020-2021 of 75%
25K MRR end of 2020, 50K MRR end of 2021
Clients: Hallmark, Wehkamp, Brabantia,
Greenhouse Group, Basic Fit

mailto:sjors@treams.nl


Startup #5 ICAS BelgiumSession #2 – Wellbeing

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

Changing lives and businesses for good

ICAS Belgium, formerly known as Wellways, is a B2B provider of health and wellbeing solutions towards employees of our
customers or members of insurance. We believe in constant innovation for human connections. ICAS Belgium services can
be divided in 3 pieces. Technology with our app ICAS HUB or made to measure wellbeing platforms for the insurance
sector. Individual coaching on both mental and physical health, being a part of our EAP, or in a fee for service model. And
finally our blended training portfolio of over 50 different subjects.

Sales Prospects
New Strategic Partners
Corporate R&D Partner

Dimitri Vermeylen – Director

dimitri@wellways.be
+32 495346002
----
icasbelgium.be

Growing from 150k turnover to over 800k in
just 2 years
In about two years our userbase grew to over
2 million members in Belgium
We are a key partner of Mensura, Helan,
PartenaMut, Delhaize and many more.
Over the last years we participated in several
conferences and delivered keynotes
Mentioned in several articles in 'De Standaard',
La Libre', and 'Trends Tendances'

mailto:dimitri@wellways.be


Startup #6 McMESession #2 – Wellbeing

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

People Matter

We support organizations on how to develop and optimize employee engagement. We do so with an
automated solution to measure and track drivers (satisfaction, well-being) and outcomes (engagement).
It comes with a toolkit for root cause analysis and prioritization of actions.

New Strategic Partners
Sales Prospects

Manuel Bollue – Senior Consultant

manuel@mcme.be
+32 495294744
----
mcme.be

Loyal clients. Recurring business with
organizations like BruCity, Delaware
Consulting, DGZ (animal health), Voka, Unia, ...
Workforce is happy to participate in the
process. Average response rate is well above
80%
Solution has proven its robustness across
industries. With small, medium and large
organizations. Locally and internationally.

mailto:manuel@mcme.be


Startup #7 WeniteSession #2 – Wellbeing

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

The first wellbeing management platform

Wenite develops software that helps companies easily operationalize their wellbeing policies. Our cloud
environment centralizes all communications, initiatives, and data related to an organization's wellbeing
policy. Our 'data-first' approach ensures a relevant data point to use as a guide for every facet of a
wellbeing policy. Our technology allows (HR) management to quickly evaluate and adjust wellbeing
policies.

Seed Funding
New Strategic Partners
Sales Prospects

Jasper Dezwaef – Co-Founder

jasper@wenite.io
+32 496178584
----
wenite.io

From MVP to +50k in product revenue in less
than one year
Competing with global pulse technology and
winning deals against them
Nominated as HR game changers of the year
(2021)
Competing with global pulse tech and winning
big deals against them

mailto:jasper@wenite.io


Startup #8 2DAYSMOODSession #2 – Wellbeing

LOOKING FOR KEY FACTS

CONTACT

2DAYSMOOD, Happy Employees, Happy 
Customers

2DAYSMOOD is a real-time measuring tool for more employee engagement and happiness at work. Our innovative survey
measures real-time, not a one-in-a-year snapshot like the traditional satisfaction or engagement surveys, but a weekly
measurement with real-time analysis. With a team of 16 professionals in IT, Marketing, Account management, Sales, QA/ISO
and management, we serve more then a 100 customers worldwide. The company is in it's 6th year, providing a real time
high end employee engagement and customer experience tooling.

New Strategic Partners
Internationalization
Sales Prospects

Martin Meulenkamp – CEO

martin@2daysmood.nl
+31 655813321
----
2daysmood.com

Churn 2,05%
Yearly > 60% revenue
Clients: ProRail, Heijmans, Grandvision
Award winning HR app 2017 (HR Zone)
From our first sales moment 3 years ago, we
now serve more then a 100 clients in various
countries like USA, Combodia, Vietnam,
Canada and Europe.

mailto:martin@2daysmood.nl


Meet our Wellbeing experts



Meet our partners



FOUR & FIVE is a future-oriented business law
firm with a laser focus on corporate, commercial
and IT law, M&A, GDPR and real estate. At FOUR
& FIVE, we do things a little differently. We
combine deep legal knowhow with a fresh
forward-thinking mindset and a highly pragmatic
approach in which our clients and their business
are centre staged.

At PwC, our purpose is to build trust in society
and solve important problems. We’re a network
of firms in 157 countries with over 276,000
people who are committed to delivering quality
in assurance, advisory and taks services. We’re
committed to support today’s startups to
become the leading companies of tomorrow.



“Health is essential”, an adage as old as the
world, but so crucial for Ethias. Beyond its
role as an insurer, Ethias wishes to serve
society in general and help promote the well-
being of everyone through new tools and
innovative platforms.

As a leading European provider of people
solutions, SD Worx turns HR into a source of
value for the business and the people in it. Our
people solutions span the entire employee
journey, from getting people paid to attracting,
rewarding, and developing the talent who make
your business succeed. We spark success
through four core capabilities: technology,
outsourcing, expertise and data-driven insights.



Meet our expert partners



About Startups.be | Scale-Ups.eu

Startups.be & Scale-Ups.eu joined forces in 2018 to solidify our offering for the Belgian tech ecosystem at

large. Together, we are the one-stop shop for tech entrepreneurship. We pride ourselves in being the

leading growth platform in Belgium that connects Europe's most promising startups and scale-ups with our

network of deep pocket investors, corporate buyers, global partners and relevant stakeholders. Our goal is

to fast-track innovation and collaboration with high-tech companies.

• We enable startups and scale-ups to squeeze time in their lifecycle and grow faster.

• We create high-quality business networking events for inspiration and matchmaking.

• We facilitate open innovation between startups/scale-ups and large corporates.

The Big Score, The Big Squeeze, Startup Fairs, SPA©E – The Human Quest and GoGlobal missions are only

a glimpse of what we are famous for!

Startups.be | Scale-Ups.eu is the top-of-mind-time squeezer for tech startups and scale-ups.



SAVE THE DATE
UPCOMING TBS SESSIONS
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